Multifactorial risk index for prediction of intraoperative blood transfusion in endovascular aneurysm repair.
In some institutions, the current blood ordering practice does not discriminate minimally invasive endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) from open procedures, with consequent increasing costs and likelihood of blood product wastage for EVARs. This limitation in practice can possibly be addressed with the development of a reliable prediction model for transfusion risk in EVAR patients. We used the American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (ACS NSQIP) database to create a model for prediction of intraoperative blood transfusion occurrence in patients undergoing EVAR. Afterward, we tested our predictive model on the Vascular Study Group of New England (VSGNE) database. We used the ACS NSQIP database for patients who underwent EVAR from 2011 to 2013 (N = 4709) as our derivation set for identifying a risk index for predicting intraoperative blood transfusion. We then developed a clinical risk score and validated this model using patients who underwent EVAR from 2003 to 2014 in the VSGNE database (N = 4478). The transfusion rates were 8.4% and 6.1% for the ACS NSQIP (derivation set) and VSGNE (validation) databases, respectively. Hemoglobin concentration, American Society of Anesthesiologists class, age, and aneurysm diameter predicted blood transfusion in the derivation set. When it was applied on the validation set, our risk index demonstrated good discrimination in both the derivation and validation set (C statistic = 0.73 and 0.70, respectively) and calibration using the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (P = .27 and 0.31) for both data sets. We developed and validated a risk index for predicting the likelihood of intraoperative blood transfusion in EVAR patients. Implementation of this index may facilitate the blood management strategies specific for EVAR.